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In July 2010, Cheshire Police arrested me for the supposed assault of Catherine Avril Dobbie. 
Even though the police were given details of Mrs Dobbie’s extensive abuses of the children and 
me, and details of her assaulting our toddler and myself, the police chose deliberately to 
ignore this, chose deliberately not to investigate, and in line with their silent policy on 
domestic violence, threw me out of my house, putting my children in harms way, and allowing 
Mrs Dobbie to abuse the children more and destroy my property and harass me using the lies 
she conveyed to the police - EVIDENCED. This was the start of an extensive and prolonged 
ABUSE BY PROXY carried out against me by Cheshire Police on behalf of Mrs Dobbie and her 
boyfriend Ken Redman- EVIDENCED.  Cheshire West social services had been involved in the 
family in 2009 and readily identified Mr Dobbie as the new primary carer in order to protect 
the children against Mrs Dobbie’s frequent physical and emotional assaults on the children - 
EVIDENCED. Following the  police negligence in arresting and charging Mr Dobbie with assault, 
social services immediately hid their previous reports and followed a new version of everything 
based on Cheshire police’s negligence - EVIDENCED. In 2011, Mr Dobbie got full custody of the 
children based on CAFCASS reporting violence and abuses by Mrs Dobbie and Mr Redman on 
the children - EVIDENCED.   This showed that CPS were not only wrong, but extensively and 
abusively wrong - EVIDENCED. In order to protect themselves, CPS set about repeatedly 
harassing Mr Dobbie and dragging him repeatedly to the family court using smearing, perjury, 
lies – ALL EVIDENCED. They did this over an extensive period, up until a judge finally decided to 
rubber stamp what CPS wanted - EVIDENCED. The judge agreed to extensive CPS perjury, and 
he himself perjured his own court in order to protect the CPS and local authority – EVIDENCED. 
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If he had not done this, he would have to suffer the fact that he had favoured these criminals 
extensively in his history with them. Mr Dobbie kept constant contact by email with Cheshire 
Police - EVIDENCED. In particular, DI Nigel Parr and John Dwyer. DI Nigel Parr never 
investigated the crimes against the children and frequently cited reasons that he could not – 
EVIDENCED. In order to protect my children – ( remember, every report says the children are 
desperate to live with dad; even the psychologist Tom Billington tested the children as seeing 
dad as by far the most important person in their lives) – I again reported the abuses and 
multiple acts of criminality covering, child abuse, sexual abuse, harassment on a scale making 
me diagnosed as ICD10:F43 , destruction of property, theft , perverting the course of justice, 
perjury ...ALL EVIDENCED. The police had previously said they had no reports from third parties 
of the child abuse (even though they had the CAFCASS report, photographs, audio, video, 
Aurora’s blogs, witnesses) - EVIDENCED. I reported through the 101 system and informed 
Cheshire police that if they would not address this huge raft of abuses and criminality, then I 
would report it to them in public, which I then did - EVIDENCED. Cheshire police arrested me 
for harassment of reporting the abusers and abuses of my children to them - EVIDENCED. They 
agreed to investigate properly and did close to nothing - EVIDENCED. I again reported to them 
in public the abuses and crimes - EVIDENCED. I was arrested again where the police agreed 
they had not investigated and were not interested to investigate - EVIDENCED. I was in prison 
on remand for most of 2014 which involved extensive loss of property and severe mental 
health problems due to the above mentioned ICD10:F43 - EVIDENCED.  This was exacerbated 
by the prison refusing to administer medication in line with my psychiatrists directions - 
EVIDENCED. This resulted in me being sectioned to Clatterbridge at my request in order to 
protect my mind and not have a full breakdown- EVIDENCED. The psychiatrists at Clatterbridge 
initially thought that I must be delusional as the scale of abuses to the children and me was 
excessive to say the least - EVIDENCED. After some weeks and seeing hard evidence and 
talking to witnesses they pronounced me not delusional - EVIDENCED. I have been to the 
Crown Court where a limited amount of the evidence was produced showing that I had 
reported extensive abuses, harassment and criminality to Cheshire police who had simply 
refused to investigate the matter properly - EVIDENCED. This last 5 years has seen the 
continuous campaign by Mrs Dobbie and Mr Redman to hide their abuses of my children - 
EVIDENCED. They have employed acts of outrageous harassment, criminality and abuses to the 
children and me - EVIDENCED. CPS and the police have not only acted negligently, but in my 
mind, criminally in trying to cover up child abuses and crimes - EVIDENCED. Attached is a 
document to the court outlining some of the abuses. There are numerous supporting 
documents verifying the abuses and criminality. Perhaps two last bits of information clarify 
aspects of this case:   1). one insight into all of this was where the sergeant from Cheshire 
Police replied to PPS ‘we did not investigate this because we thought he was just making it up 
because we arrested him’.  2). It was described in the Crown Court as a mess of abuses on a 
Biblical scale. Now, can you please investigate properly, without hiding things and without 
covering up. Please do this in a timely manner as my children want to get back with me, and I 
want my life back. NOTE : CPS here means child protective services – of Cheshire West and 
Chester. 
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Petition to the Honourable Court 
 

Re: Trial of Tom Dobbie scheduled to start 09
th
 March 2015. 

 

Ref: 31/01/2015 Crown Court Letter No 4b. 
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From 

Tom Dobbie. 
c/o 14 Old Hall Drive, 
Whitby, 

Ellesmere Port, Cheshire, 

CH65 9AX 

 

E-mail c/o  

 MyChildrensDefender@gmail.com  

 

Notes.  
Mr Dobbie is still being gagged. 
The gagging is one little part of the abuses by 
proxy suffered by Mr Dobbie and his children, and 
paid for by tax payers money. 
He is not allowed to use the INTERNET in any 

manner, e.g. if he looks at the bbc news on the 
internet, then the justice system will put him back 
in prison on remand. Previously the justice system 
put him back in prison on remand because he went 
to his GP of 20 years to get prescription medicine. 
All Evidenced.  
So, the email account here, is only used by friends 
as a postal system for emails involving this case. 

This is a copy of the Hardcopy posted to the court 
and solicitors. 
Three sets of psychiatrists have assessed if Mr 
Dobbie is delusional. They have all witnessed his 
evidence and witnesses and concluded that he is 
neither delusional nor mentally ill. They do say he 
is very distressed and anxious because of the 

maltreatment of his children by the authorities. 

 To :-  

The Honourable Judge,  
Chester Crown Court , 

The Castle,  

Chester,  Cheshire,  

CH1 2AN 

Phone:01244 317606 

Email 

chester.enquiries@chester.crowncourt.gs

i.gov.uk  

 

Notes.  
The criminals who have hijacked the justice system 
in this case are all not gagged and isolated; they are 
free to interfere with the crimes reported and further 

pervert the course of justice. 
The justice system has been hijacked to cover up 
child sexual, physical and emotional abuse.  
The justice system has been hijacked to keep Mr 
Dobbie’s children in sexual, physical and emotional 
abuse. 
The justice system has been hijacked to put Mr 
Dobbie in prison on remand for reporting the abuses 

of his children. 
The justice system has been hijacked to put Mr 
Dobbie in prison on remand for getting prescribed 
medicine from his doctor.  
The justice system has been hijacked to spend a 
million pounds to gag Mr Dobbie and his children. 
The justice system has been hijacked and authorised 

the torture of Mr Dobbie (ICD10:F43). 

mailto:MyChildrensDefender@gmail.com
javascript:void(0)
mailto:chester.enquiries@chester.crowncourt.gsi.gov.uk
mailto:chester.enquiries@chester.crowncourt.gsi.gov.uk
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Summary. 
 

S1. Mr Dobbie, loving decent father, huge trail of people helped, consultant physicist, 

extensive world travel lecturing and presenting, lectured at NASA, is arrested and 

charged with harassment in January 2014. He spent much of 2014 in prison on remand, 

or in isolation from his children, friends and doctors. 

 

S2. The charge of harassment arises because he had to report crimes committed against 

his children to the police on the internet, because the police repeatedly refused to 

investigate or acknowledge that the crimes Mr Dobbie is reporting are real. 

 

S3. There is a mountain of hard evidence fully supporting what Mr Dobbie reported to 

the police. 

 

S4. The police criminally (misconduct in public office and criminal negligence amongst 

other criminal acts) refused to look at the evidence or investigate, but simply sided with 

their cronies in the local authority to cover up the local authorities crimes. 

 

S5. The local authority of Cheshire West and Chester made gross mistakes when 

initially getting its social services involved with Mr Dobbie’s family. After making 

initial gross mistakes, they refused to acknowledge their mistakes and continued 

criminally to try and cover up the mistakes. In this process, they put children, against 

their wishes with their abusers; they covered up the criminal abuses of the children. 

They criminally harassed Mr Dobbie through the courts with lies, perjury and smearing 

to such an extent that his mental health suffered (psychiatrist’s reports state this) and 

they destroyed his ability to carry out his business. They carried on in this criminally 

abusive manner until they had destroyed all of his finances, made him seriously 

mentally unwell, made him homeless and kept him and his children gagged by the abuse 

of family court powers. 

 

S6. This case arises only because of highly evidenced gross acts of criminality, gross 

acts of perjury and perverting the course of justice, covering up and allowing sexual and 

physical and emotional abuses of children, harassment and torture of a father, 

destruction of property over a million pounds, spending over a million pounds of tax 

payers money to gag and hide the evidence,  across :-  

 police - including the crime commissioner of Cheshire,  

 judiciary - including the family court in Chester and Liverpool, 

 local authority employees - all the way to the Chief Executive of Cheshire West 

and his board of directors,  

 CAFCASS  

 various solicitors. 

 

S7. Since the justice system has been hijacked previously, allowing it’s powers to be 

abused as the agent of criminality, then the matter is brought to the attention of the 

parties below. 
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S8. Copied to : Adrian Evans, BDH Solicitors Ellesmere Port, HMIC, IPCC, Director of 

public prosecutions, Inquiry on Child sexual Abuse, Home Office, Various MP’s, 

Various Newspapers and others.  

All copied on the basis that this entire case only exists because of the criminal 

behaviour of all of the groups involved, all who have carried out a raft of crimes well 

beyond misconduct in public office. In particular, these authorities are supposed to be 

protecting children from sexual and other child abuses, but they have done the opposite 

of what their public office duties are. This includes the Chief Executive of Cheshire 

West, the Crime Commissioner and board directors of Cheshire West. 

 

S9. All copied on the basis that this entire case only exists because perjury and 

perverting the course of justice has been readily accepted many times openly between 

the family court in Chester and the local authority of Cheshire West and Chester, 

including the Chief Executive of Cheshire West and his directors. These directors are 

evidenced as having deliberately lied to requests for clarification by MP Andrew Miller.  

The entire cross system is run in a fashion of cronyism by gangsters who not only act 

criminally, but openly abuse the law by hijacking it to protect themselves and their 

organisations. 
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Petition No. 4 To Chester Crown Court 
(This is an extension Of Previous Petitions) 

 

1. I am requesting, for the fourth time, that the criminal case brought against me for 

alleged harassment after I reported the criminal abuses of my children, IS NOT 

DROPPED UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES, and that this charge is ANSWERED 

IN FULL at the trial listed for the Crown Court in Chester commencing on the 9
th

 

March 2015. 

 

2. There should be no more delays allowing further abuse to the children and me. The 

last delay was supposed to have been because the barrister was unavailable. If Mr Moss 

is not available again, then the case should proceed and I will act as litigant in person. 

 

3. I made available a detailed list of evidence for the police in Jan 2014, which, against 

their procedures, they fully ignored in making their decision to charge me with 

harassment. The police ignored the detailed evidenced reported crimes of perjury, child 

sexual abuse, child physical abuse, child emotional abuse, theft and destruction of 

property running into more than a million pounds.  

 

3.1. The local authority of Cheshire West have spent more than 1 million pounds of tax 

payers money in trying to gag my daughter and me and in preventing the details of the 

reported crimes from becoming known.  

 

4. The full evidence from January 2014 was made available to solicitors, barristers, 

police and courts from February 2014 onwards.  

 

5. In July 2014, a subset of the evidence, requested by the barrister on the premise that 

he believed that there was simply too much evidence to use, was supplied in July 2014 

and I was told produced to the judge for accepting. At that time, the judge said he would 

take 2 weeks to complete reading and accepting the evidence.  

 

5.1. I never agreed that there was too much evidence, but chose a prioritised subset in 

order to speed things up. 

 

5.2. The full evidence is still available if required to prove any missing detail or 

uncertainties in that the crimes I have reported are true based on evidence.   

 

6. That subset of the evidence is presented in the document titled  

‘Tom Dobbie Defence V6’ , which has narrative and a list of documents and media, all 

of which were made available - as the subset of the entire evidence - by attached files in 

the electronic copy. All referenced documents and media were separately emailed to the 

solicitors to be made available to the barrister, the judge and prosecution.  
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7. In the possibility that the case is dropped, I will accept this as recognition that the 

crimes that I have reported are recognised as such by the Crown Court. It is then 

acceptable that I report these crimes yet again to the police and that they take action 

against the criminals. In particular, given the scale of the criminality across an entire 

board of a local authority along with it’s entire team of social workers and safeguarding, 

, it must be seen that they are all imprisoned for criminal negligence. The alternative is 

that Cheshire West is above the laws of England and there is no need for courts in 

Cheshire West.  

 

 

 

 

 

End of petition No 4.  

………………………………………………………………………… 
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Tom Dobbie Defence V6 
1 message 
Tom Dobbie <anima.tom.dobbie@gmail.com> Thu, 17 Jul 2014 at 21:51 

To: Adrian Evans <adrianevans@bdhsolicitors.com>, Adrian Evans 
<info@bdhsolicitors.com> 
Bcc: tomdobbie424@gmail.com, tom1@drrheology.com 

Changes from V5. 
1. Inserted downloads to evidence increased.. 

2. .E3.28 added definition of distress to Mr Dobbie. 

3. E2.01 CAFCASS say children should live with dad 

and that mum should seek mental health help 
and that Aurora appears psychologically damaged 

by Mrs Dobbie - and possibly Orion. 

4. xxx 
................................................................ 

Hi Adian & Peter. 

.............................................. 
My defence. 

1. I have only spoken the truth. 

2. I have reported crimes. 

3. I have reported the covering up of child abuse including sexual abuse.. 
............................................. 

Notes. 

N1. The best single document is the complaint to the local authority and all of the 
documents and media it refers to. In particular the CAFCASS report by RFJ and the 

part saying mum damaged Aurora psychologically. E2.01. 

N2. I will make a download available for all of the supporting cast for this complaint 
document and the evidence below. 

N3. All of this is submitted. Any rejected must be noted, so the jury can be informed 

that evidence has been not allowed by the prosecution or the court. This will also be 

used to report the covering up of evidence of child abuse in lieu of future criminal 
prosecutions for those who cover up child abuse. 

...................................................... 

Witnesses. 
W1. Myself. 

W2. Graham Anthony Dean. My Son. Mrs Dobbie's stepson. 

Abused by Mrs Dobbie, and witness to abuses of Aurora and Orion by Mrs Dobbie. 

To whom it may concern.pdf 

Avril abuse 3rd with dates.pdf 

W3. Aurora Nisha Dobbie. My daughter. 

38 St Asaph Road, Great Sutton, Ellesmere Port, CH66 2GP 
Abused by Mrs Dobbie and witness to her abusing Orion. Witness to harassment 

and theft by Mrs Dobbie of Mr Dobbie's property. 

Abused by Mr Redman and witness to Mr Redman abusing Orion. 

Transcription Of Aurora Blogs.pdf 

CAFCASS.pdf 

AuroraToJudgeSexAssault.pdf 

AuroraAndPoliceStatements.pdf 
W4. Professor Rob English. 

rob.english@mac.com 

Witness to Mr Redman being a concern to Mrs Dobbie in 2010. 

Actual/0%20multiAbuses/Graham/To%20whom%20it%20may%20concern.pdf
Actual/0%20multiAbuses/Graham/Avril%20abuse%203rd%20with%20dates.pdf
Actual/0%20multiAbuses/Aurora/12%2011%2021%20Blogs/Transcription%20Of%20Aurora%20Blogs.pdf
Actual/0%20multiAbuses/CAFCASSrfj/CAFCASS.pdf
Actual/0%20multiAbuses/Aurora/13%2005%2001%20SexScared/AuroraToJudgeSexAssault.pdf
Actual/0%20multiAbuses/Aurora/13%2005%2001%20SexScared/AuroraAndPoliceStatements.pdf
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Witness to the destruction of Mr Dobbie's property by necessity of trying to defend 

his children. 

13 05 03 RJE Ken.pdf 

13 01 31 Prof Rob English.pdf 

DrRobEnglishRef.pdf 

W5. Debra Dean-Chadwick. 
14 Old Hall Drive, Whitby, Ellesmere Port, CH65 9AX 

Witness to social services abusing and smearing Mr Dobbie. 

12 11 29 Debra Complaint 2.pdf 

12 05 22 Expert Witness.pdf 
W6. Lydia Bull. Neighbour and baby sitter. 

54 St Asaph Road, Great Sutton, Ellesmere Port, Cheshire. 

Witness to Mrs Dobbie abusing and assaulting Aurora. 
TBA 

................................................................................. 

Evidence. 
Facebook entries. 

E1.1. FB entry 10th Feb 2014. 

E1.2. FB entry 2nd Feb 2014. 

E1.3. FB entry 21st Jan 2014. 
E1.4. FB entry 12th Jan 2014. 

E1.5. FB entry 19th Jan 2014. 

E1.6. FB entry 30th Dec 2013. 
E1.7. FB entry 4th Feb 2013. 

All posted into this email below. 

.............................. 
E2.0. Child custody beliefs. 2012 

Especially page 18 - 

....A lack of understanding about domestic violence also leads judges to 

accuse victims 
of lying, blaming victims for the violence, and trivializing the violence 

(Abrams & Greaney, 1989; 

Maryland Special Joint Committee on Gender Bias, 1989)..... 

238891.pdf 

Meaning - judges get it wrong lots. 

E2.01 CAFCASS say children should stay with dad 

and mum should get mental health treatment. CAFCASS identify that mum has 
created psychological problems for Aurora and possibly Orion. 

2014-02-06 15.30.13.jpg 

2014-02-06 15.29.18.jpg 

2014-02-06 15.29.10.jpg 

2014-02-06 15.27.08.jpg 

CAFCASS.pdf 
E2.1. Complaint to Cheshire West and Chester County Council. 

History of events. Hyperlinked to referenced documents. 

13 07 30 Further abuse of Aurora Dobbie 2.pdf 

13 07 29 LA Further abuse of Aurora Dobbie.pdf 

13 07 29 Police Further abuse of Aurora Dobbie.pdf 

13 07 26 Interference with child witnesses to crime.pdf 

13 07 02 Contact Notes.pdf 

13 07 02 Mum tells Aurora about court.pdf 

13 05 06 TWD Complaints to LA addendum CH16.pdf 

Actual/0%20multiAbuses/Rob/13%2005%2003%20RJE%20Ken.pdf
Actual/0%20multiAbuses/Rob/13%2001%2031%20Prof%20Rob%20English.pdf
Actual/0%20multiAbuses/Rob/DrRobEnglishRef.pdf
Actual/0%20multiAbuses/Debbie/12%2011%2029%20Debra%20Complaint%202.pdf
Actual/0%20multiAbuses/Debbie/12%2005%2022%20Expert%20Witness.pdf
Actual/FailingsCAFCASS/Reports/2014-02-06%2015.30.13.jpg
Actual/FailingsCAFCASS/Reports/2014-02-06%2015.29.18.jpg
Actual/FailingsCAFCASS/Reports/2014-02-06%2015.29.10.jpg
Actual/FailingsCAFCASS/Reports/2014-02-06%2015.27.08.jpg
Actual/0%20multiAbuses/CAFCASSrfj/CAFCASS.pdf
Actual/FailingLA/CheshireWest/LAcomplaints/13%2007%2030%20Judith%20Griffiths/13%2007%2030%20Further%20abuse%20of%20Aurora%20Dobbie%202.pdf
Actual/FailingLA/CheshireWest/LAcomplaints/13%2007%2029%20TWD%20LA/13%2007%2029%20LA%20Further%20abuse%20of%20Aurora%20Dobbie.pdf
Actual/FailingLA/CheshireWest/LAcomplaints/13%2007%2026%20WitnessInterference/13%2007%2026%20Interference%20with%20child%20witnesses%20to%20crime.pdf
Actual/FailingLA/CheshireWest/LAcomplaints/13%2007%2002%20Contact/13%2007%2002%20Contact%20Notes.pdf
Actual/FailingLA/CheshireWest/LAcomplaints/13%2007%2002%20Contact/13%2007%2002%20Mum%20tells%20Aurora%20about%20court.pdf
Actual/FailingLA/CheshireWest/LAcomplaints/13%2004%2008%20Big%20Complaints/13%2005%2006%20TWD%20Complaints%20to%20LA%20addendum%20CH16.pdf
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13 04 08 Tom Dobbie Complaints To LA.pdf 

E3.1. Audio of Mrs Dobbie hitting Aurora 

20 Aurora fits.pdf 

21 mum shouting and slapping Aurora in front of Orion.mp3 

E3.2. Photograph of Mrs Dobbie's mark left on Aurora. 

IMAG0292.jpg 
E3.3. Audio of Orion screaming for help from dad during changing. 

22 Orion Screams For Dad During Nappy Change.mp3 

E3.4. CAFCASS report on Aurora telling of abuses. 

CAFCASS.pdf 
E3.5. Social services 2009 report of family distress. 

CH2010.pdf 

E3.6. Aurora blogs of abuses; social worker tells police not to investigate as she 
knows about them and nothing happened. Later she acknowledges 'things' did 

happen. Later she removes all of these 'things' from her report on the history of the 

case. 
DI Nigel Parr asks if there are other authorities who have ever recorded the abuses 

of the children - he already has ss CH2009 report and CAFCASS RFJ reports. 

He also says the history is too complicated to bring charges of harassment against 

mum, Ken and ss. 

13 02 12 Replies Nigel.pdf 

13 02 13 Helen why no police.pdf 

GirlProtection.jpg 
E3.7. Mr Dobbie short diary of abuses handed to social services. 

Copy of diary entries for Jean and social services.pdf 

E3.8. Mrs Dobbie email about her losing it and marking children. 

AvrilViolence.pdf 

E3.9. Mrs Dobbie perjury as a late court admission of a tiny part of the abuse in 

order to stop judicial investigation. 

13 04 02 Handed In To Judge Barnett.pdf 
E3.10. List of abuses reported to professionals. 

13 01 04 Abuses To Children v3.pdf 

12 11 20 A4 Prof Billington List.pdf 
E3.11. Psychologist request for investigation refused by social services. 

letter_from_tom_billington.pdf 

12 10 19 Billington.pdf 

E3.12. Police report of Mrs Dobbie lying to them in 2006. 

CHESHIRE POLICE DISCLOSURE DATED 27.7.12.pdf 

E3.13. Police report of Aurora being sexually assaulted. 

Two reports, one by N Wales Police and one by Cheshire Police. Both saying a 
sexualised assault had taken place but the offender was under age so not charged. 

PoliceStatement.pdf 

other in hardcopy at BDH 
E3.14. Social services reporting that the police reported assault E3.13 never took 

place. (like all of the abuses they covered up) 

CHRONOLOGY NO.1.pdf 

E3.15. Orion report criminally used to smear dad by social worker. 

CheshireWestSmearingCampaign.pdf 

E3.16. Aurora reports Ken pulling her onto his knee and asking for kiss. 

13 07 02 Contact Notes.pdf 
E3.17. Ken watching Aurora dressing and undressing. 

police_investigations.pdf 

Actual/FailingLA/CheshireWest/LAcomplaints/13%2004%2008%20Big%20Complaints/13%2004%2008%20Tom%20Dobbie%20Complaints%20To%20LA.pdf
Actual/0%20multiAbuses/Aurora/12%2011%2021%20Blogs/Aurorablogs/20%20Aurora%20fits.pdf
Actual/0%20multiAbuses/Aurora/12%2011%2021%20Blogs/Aurorablogs/21%20mum%20shouting%20and%20slapping%20Aurora%20in%20front%20of%20Orion.mp3
Actual/0%20multiAbuses/Aurora/10%2002%2028%20SlapMark/IMAG0292.jpg
Actual/0%20multiAbuses/Orion/22%20Orion%20Screams%20For%20Dad%20During%20Nappy%20Change.mp3
Actual/0%20multiAbuses/CAFCASSrfj/CAFCASS.pdf
Actual/0%20multiAbuses/ss%20CH/CH2010.pdf
Actual/FailingsPolice/13%2002%2012%20Police%20NotAllowed/13%2002%2012%20Replies%20Nigel.pdf
Actual/FailingsPolice/Emails/13%2002%2013%20Helen%20why%20no%20police.pdf
Actual/0%20multiAbuses/TWDdiary/Copy%20of%20diary%20entries%20for%20Jean%20and%20social%20services.pdf
Actual/0%20multiAbuses/Aurora/09%2009%2010%20CADemail/AvrilViolence.pdf
../../Court/13%2004%2002%20Letter%20Barnett/13%2004%2002%20Handed%20In%20To%20Judge%20Barnett.pdf
Actual/0%20multiAbuses/Billington/13%2001%2004%20Abuses%20To%20Children%20v3.pdf
Actual/0%20multiAbuses/Billington/12%2011%2020%20A4%20Prof%20Billington%20List.pdf
Actual/0%20multiAbuses/Billington/LetterFromBillington.pdf
Actual/0%20multiAbuses/Billington/12%2010%2019%20Billington.pdf
Actual/FailingsPolice/CavaWrong/CHESHIRE%20POLICE%20DISCLOSURE%20DATED%2027.7.12.pdf
Actual/0%20multiAbuses/Aurora/13%2005%2001%20SexScared/CHRONOLOGY%20NO.1.pdf
Actual/FailingLA/CheshireWest/smear/CheshireWestSmearingCampaign.pdf
Actual/FailingLA/CheshireWest/LAcomplaints/13%2007%2002%20Contact/13%2007%2002%20Contact%20Notes.pdf
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13 07 30 Further abuse of Aurora Dobbie 2.pdf 

13 07 29 Police Further abuse of Aurora Dobbie.pdf 

13 07 29 LA Further abuse of Aurora Dobbie.pdf 

13 07 26 Interference with child witnesses to crime.pdf 

13 07 02 Contact Notes.pdf 

E3.18. Ken downloading pornography onto Aurora's computer and leaving it 
blatantly there. 

as above 

E3.19. Ken grabs Orion by the neck screaming and drags him upstairs shouting at 

him. 
as above 

E3.20. Ken pushes Aurora onto couch and looks up her skirt. 

as above 
E3.21. Police refused permission to interview children by social services. 

E3.22. Police as social worker who doesn't even know the children have a older 

brother if the children have been abused - she says no. 
please report here. 

E3.23. Social worker tells police that the historical abuses are of no concern. 

E3.24. Redman tells the children he will hurt their dad with baseball bat. 

E3.25. Redman reported as making threats of physical violence against dad which 
he doesn't refute. Police say 'not our business' 

IMAG1830.jpg 

z Ken Redman Threats.jpg 

z Ken Redman Threats Car Chase.jpg 

z Ken Redman Harassing Threatening.jpg 

E3.26. Redman reported as saying he knows all about dad's business through Mrs 
Dobbie and will destroy it. 

E3.27. Mrs Dobbie and Redman get social services to take Mr Dobbie to court to 

retract that it was Mrs Dobbie who had initialy invented the name of pervert for 

Redman. 
E3.28 NHS report stating Mr Dobbie's severe anxiety of 4 yrs is clearly caused by 

trying to respond to social services. 

130830 NHS Tom Dobbie report.pdf 

13 04 30 Dr Katy Roe.pdf 

DrElhibir130517Review.pdf 

Mr Dobbie diagnosed by NHS psychiatrists as - 

ICD-10: F43. as a result of interaction with social services. 
Same category as PTSD , Combat fatigue, Battle exhaustion. 

Definition (2010 edition) 

Reaction to severe stress, and adjustment disorders 
This category differs from others in that it includes disorders identifiable 

on the basis of not only symptoms and course but also the existence of 

one or other of two causative influences: an exceptionally stressful life 
event producing an acute stress reaction, or a significant life change 

leading to continued unpleasant circumstances that result in an 

adjustment disorder. Although less severe psychosocial stress ("life 

events") may precipitate the onset or contribute to the presentation of a 
very wide range of disorders classified elsewhere in this chapter, its 

etiological importance is not always clear and in each case will be found 

to depend on individual, often idiosyncratic, vulnerability, i.e. the life 
events are neither necessary nor sufficient to explain the occurrence and 

form of the disorder. In contrast, the disorders brought together here are 

Actual/FailingLA/CheshireWest/LAcomplaints/13%2007%2030%20Judith%20Griffiths/13%2007%2030%20Further%20abuse%20of%20Aurora%20Dobbie%202.pdf
Actual/FailingLA/CheshireWest/LAcomplaints/13%2007%2029%20TWD%20LA/13%2007%2029%20LA%20Further%20abuse%20of%20Aurora%20Dobbie.pdf
Actual/FailingLA/CheshireWest/LAcomplaints/13%2007%2026%20WitnessInterference/13%2007%2026%20Interference%20with%20child%20witnesses%20to%20crime.pdf
Actual/FailingLA/CheshireWest/LAcomplaints/13%2007%2002%20Contact/13%2007%2002%20Contact%20Notes.docx
Actual/0%20multiAbuses/avKenThreats/IMAG1830.jpg
Actual/0%20multiAbuses/avKenThreats/z%20Ken%20Redman%20Threats.jpg
Actual/0%20multiAbuses/avKenThreats/z%20Ken%20Redman%20Threats%20Car%20Chase.jpg
Actual/0%20multiAbuses/avKenThreats/z%20Ken%20Redman%20Harassing%20Threatening.jpg
Actual/Health/Mental/Tom/Lorraine/130830%20NHS%20Tom%20Dobbie%20report.pdf
Actual/Health/Mental/Tom/Katy/13%2004%2030%20Dr%20Katy%20Roe.pdf
Actual/Health/Mental/Tom/Elhibir/DrElhibir130517Review.pdf
Actual/Health/Mental/Definitions/2014%20ICD-10-CM%20Diagnosis%20Code%20F43.10%20_%20Post-traumatic%20stress%20disorder,%20unspecified.pdf
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thought to arise always as a direct consequence of acute severe stress or 

continued trauma. The stressful events or the continuing unpleasant 

circumstances are the primary and overriding causal factor and the 
disorder would not have occurred without their impact. The disorders in 

this section can thus be regarded as maladaptive responses to severe or 

continued stress, in that they interfere with successful coping 
mechanisms and therefore lead to problems of social functioning. 

E3.29/ Government police statistics say most sexual crimes go unreported. 

E3.30 NSPCC document says only 1 in 9 children at sexual abuse risk are known. 

New Duty To Report Child Abuse_ _ Researching Reform.pdf 
E3.31. Childcare professional says nearly all child sex abuse reports actually 

reported, are valid. 

E3.32. Childcare professionals say most of the children reporting sexual abuse are 
ignored. 

E3.33. Transcription and audio of Aurora telling social work carer Sara about Ken 

and mum threatening her if she gives testimony in court. 
E3.34. Transcription and audio of social work carer Sara listing things reported to 

her by Aurora. 

E3.35 Magistrates court agreement of police and Mrs Dobbie to blame for no 

insurance and loss of car. 
E3.36 List of financial damages to Mr Dobbie and DrRheology as a result of Mrs 

Dobbie and Mr Redman. 

Account List_ HSBC Bank UK.pdf 

Financial costs of authority abuse v3.pdf 

E3.36b. Police destroy Mr Dobbie car because Mrs Dobbie destroys all mail going to 

family home - under police protection to do so. 
E3.37. Response of police to Mr Dobbie reporting harassment by Mrs Dobbie and 

Ken Redman. 

E3.38 Reporting of perverting the course of justice to police and no response give. 

E3.39 http://www.DrRheology.comwebsite of the family business destroyed by Mrs 
Dobbie and Ken Redman by manipulating social services and the family court. 

E3.40 http://www.Moralpropositions.comwebsite of evidence regarding abuse of 

children, abuse of Mr Dobbie and his property, harassment of the children, 
harassment of Mr Dobbie, cover ups by Cheshire West, cover ups by family court. 

E3.41. Simple document showing the smearing of Mr Dobbie by social services. 

CheshireWestSmearingCampaign.pdf 

E3.42. Social services issue imprisonment documents on Mr Dobbie for writing 
poetry. 

E3.43. Example of poem they wanted to put me in prison for. 

Social Workers are paid to destroy Families 2. 
sitting round the table 

her manager not here yet 

the team were anxious 
there were job cuts looming 

she had just moved 

new house 

new car 
her kids 

new clothes 

new toys 
new friends 

these are important 

Actual/Damages/Finance/Financial%20costs%20of%20authority%20abuse%20v3.pdf
http://www.drrheology.com/
http://www.moralpropositions.com/
Actual/FailingLA/CheshireWest/smear/CheshireWestSmearingCampaign.pdf
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the door opens and he sits 

opens his brief 

looks that managerial serious way 
' you all know' 

' we were told our targets' 

' in January' 
' and' 

' you are down on targets' 

' well, we can save your jobs' 

' you will need to work harder' 
' get more children in care' 

' its not rocket science' 

' and it's easy' 
' we have money' 

' they have none' 

' we have time' 
' they have none' 

' we have a big team' 

' they have non' 

' we have been trained' 
' they have not' 

' we have experience' 

' they are in shock' 
' we're not scared of them' 

' they fear us' 

' we can silence them' 
' they do what we tell them' 

' they have no option' 

' like shooting ducks in a barrel' 

' you know how to do it’ 
' there are laws that help you' 

' you have the power' 

' the courts are in our side' 
' these people are sitting ducks' 

' as soon as we mark them' 

' the public don't believe them' 

' they believe us' 
' and the courts are secret' 

' so you won't be challenged' 

' so what are you waiting for?' 
' go now’ 

' get those children off of them' 

she felt relief 
her job was safe 

her children would be pleased 

now she could concentrate 

on showing her friends 
her new home 

all she had to do 

was take other people's children away 
from their families 

enough children removed 
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for any reason 

to meet her target 

and nobody 
other than those sad forgotten families 

would really be bothered 

................................... 
E3.44. The local authority threaten imprisonment on Mr Dobbie for publicly 

challenging the Chief Executive of Cheshire West to a public debate regarding the 

criminal behaviour of his social services organisation. 

TBA 
E3.45 First reports to ss of children being distressed away from dad 

ChildUpset1.pdf 

ChildUpset2.pdf 
and on and on...... 

........................................................................... 

FaceBook Posting 10th Feb 2014 
My burned out life. 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=594155333998624& 

set=vb.100002124890950&type=2&theater 

....................................................................... 
FaceBook Posting 2nd Feb 2014 

To Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth, 

cc Theresa May. 
Your Majesty, 

I beg your help for my children and me as loyal subjects. 

Law and order has broken down in Ellesmere Port, Cheshire, England 
My children are being abused right now with the approval of police, judiciary and 

social services. 

These people allowing the abuses of my children and me are agents of your 

government. 
Can you please get your government to protect my children, behave legally and 

morally decent. 

There is a worldwide scandal about the behaviour of social services, especially in 
the huge numbers of children being abused and families being destroyed. 

This is your England, where thousands of abusive, criminal, bad social workers 

destroy families for so many wrong reasons. 

This is no theory, the exposures of their abuses is accelerating due to the huge 
number of people being abused. People who are decent, not druggies, not alcoholics, 

not child abusers. 

I'm a highly regarded father and consultant physicist, poet, writer. . . . 
The social services first got involved in my family because my then wife Avril Dobbie 

was carrying out child abuses and domestic violence. Then, the social services left 

us with me as the primary carer and her to attend mental health. 
Social services were sympathetic but too busy. They said i was to protect the 

children and only if the violence got extreme - like she was stabbing them - should i 

get them back involved. 

So, they left and it got worse. She left marks on both children many times. My 
daughter phoned me on ocassions screaming and crying and begging me to get 

back to the house to protect her from her mother. 

On one nasty assault she carried out on our toddler boy on 23rd July 2010 i stopped 
her and she reported to the police that i had assaulted her. This was the start of 

cascading acts of negligence by the police and social services. There is a huge 

Actual/0%20multiAbuses/Aurora/10%2009%2007%20Contact/10%2009%2007%20Dobbie%20children.txt
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prejudice against men concerning domestic violence. Gender has become a 

scapegoat instead of correctly understanding the real problem 

The police arrested me and charged me with assault; the case taking until April 2011 
to get me cleared. Using lies and perverting the course of justice, my then wife used 

the police to help her take possession of the family home and move in one of her 

boyfriends - a pervert who abused the children. She destroyed the family business 
and destroyed my personal finances. 

The Police response was to state they had behaved professional. They could not 

charge her as it was more than 6 months since wrongly arresting me and throwing 

me out of my own house. 
Cheshire police stated they had acted as professionals at wrongfully destroying 

families. 

The police ignored reported child abuses, harassment, destruction of property by 
child abusing Avril Dobbie and paedophile pervert Ken Redman living in my family 

home - me forced to live in a rented house at 6 Coventry Avenue Great Sutton 

The police informed the Chester Chronicle in Sep 2010 that i had been found not 
guilty on charges of assaulting Avril Dobbie and publishing our names and 

addresses. A complete work of fiction putting a taint on my name. 

The police did not inform the Chester Chronicle the Crown Court result finding me 

not guilty and showing the police were wrong right at the start and Avril Dobbie had 
not only been abusing the children, but she perverted the course of justice. 

So Cheshire police have lies and slander printed about me and don't have the truth 

printed. This is harassment by the police as well as negligence. 
Now, having reported child abuses of my children and harassment of me by Avril 

Dobbie and Ken Redman numerous times, Cheshire Police chose to ignore it. 

When i report the abuse of my children and the harassments of me to the police by 
101, they ignored it. 

When i used a public media to report the child abuses of my children and 

harassment of me by Avril Dobbie and Ken Redman the police arrested me and 

charged me with harassment to appear before Chester Magistrates court on 20
th
 2014. 

There is a clear pattern here. 

The police and Cheshire West and Chester local authority are desperate to cover up 

their cascading negligence and abuses of my children and me. 
Law and order has broken down in Ellesmere Port, Cheshire, England. 

I make a request to your majesty to instruct her government to stop these particular 

abuses of my children and me. 

I make another request to your majesty to instruct her government to stop the abuse 
of tens of thousands of children and the destruction of families by dismantling the 

social care system and implementing a new fit for purpose department. 

Your humble subject 
Tom Dobbie 

6 Coventry Avenue 

Great Sutton 
Ellesmere Port 

Cheshire 

CH66 2GL 

.......................................................................... 
FaceBook Posting 21 Jan 2014 . 

Awesome. 

Well it seems to be working ! 
I have an appointment with police to go over what i am saying. 

Looking forward to putting the evidence on the table. 
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Hope they have a big table because there's a lot of evidence. 

I forgot to ask if i can take witnesses. 

.......................................................................... 
FaceBook Posting 12 Jan 2014 

Notice to the police -again. 

I want to apply, along with my children, for the award of 
'THE MOST ABUSED FAMILY IN BRITAIN' 

All the people below abused my children and me 

Avril Dobbie..physical assaults, emotional abuse, destruction of property, theft, 

perjury. 
Ken Redman ..physical assaults, sexual approaches to a child, theft of property, 

slander, harrassment of a child. 

Helen Jones ...emotional abuse of children, perjury, slander, harrassment, covering 
up child abuse, aiding theft. 

Juddith Griffiths...perjury,aiding theft, harassment Alan Rawlinson 

 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

End of document  ‘TWD Defence V6’  
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Petition No. 3. (This is an extension Of Previous Petitions) 

 

1. I am requesting, yet again, that the criminal abuses and miscarriages of justice 

against Tom Dobbie and his children ceases with immediate effect. 

2. The following people have carried out perverting the course of justice: Avril 

Dobbie, Ken Redman, Helen Jones, Judith Griffiths, Kevin Buck, Andrea 

Blears, Vivian Saunders, Steve Robinson, Alan Rawlinson, Keneth Barnett and 

others - in order to cover up their abuses of children and acts of criminal 

negligence.  

3. THE CROWN COURT MUST NOT DROP THIS CASE against me. This case 

will clearly show that what I have said in paragraph 2 above is the truth. If the 

case was dropped, this would be an act of perverting the course of justice in 

acting willfully to cover up the criminals and the crimes in paragraph 2 above.  

4. I have requested to be assessed in a psychiatric hospital to prove yet again that I 

am not deluded. Also, since the people in paragraph 2 have effectively abused 

my children and me, I need help in recovering from anxiety and distress at 

ICD10: F43 (as diagnosed already in an NHS report - with the stress being 

attributed to the maltreatment of my children by the authorities ). 

 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

End of Petion No 3.  
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Petition No. 2 
 

 

1. I am requesting that the criminal abuses and miscarriages of justice against Tom 

Dobbie and his children cease immediately. 

2. Given the large amount of evidence readily available to the police, CPS, Crown 

Court and the director of public prosecutions, then, it can only be deemed as 

criminal negligence by all of the above parties in criminally abusing my children 

and me for an extraordinary lengthy period.  

3. I am reporting all of the above for criminal negligence and allowing the 

extended period of anxiety and psychological and monetary damages caused to 

my children and me. 

4. Not only is there extensive unambiguous evidence to show that what I am saying 

is true (including extensive perverting of the course of justice ) there are 

multiple parts of evidence showing the interfering with Aurora Dobbie as a 

witness by Ken Redman, Avril Dobbie, Social Workers and Police. There is 

even a recording of Aurora telling a social worker that she was threatened by 

Ken Redman not to give evidence in court.  

5. There is no reasonable excuse to delay this trial. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

……………………………………………………………………….. 

End of Petition No 2.  
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Petition To  

The Crown Court 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. I am requesting that this court puts a stop immediately to the ongoing abuses of my 

children and me  

 

2. The abuses include child sexual abuses, child physical abuses, child emotional 

abuses, adult emotional abuses that are reported by my psychiatrist at ICD10:F43 (battle 

fatigue level of anxiety and distress ) and caused by the authorities abusive treatment of 

my children and me. 

 

3. Psychological abuses and damage. 

 

3.1. Aurora 14 years. Reported by psychologists as living in anxiety and fear behind a 

psychological wall at mum’s. 

 

3.2. Orion 8yrs. Now has pronounced asymmetry of the face due to living in an anxious 

and distressed state. 

 

3.3. Tom Dobbie. Assessed and reported by NHS psychiatrists as existing in a day to 

day state of extreme anxiety and distress CAUSED by the authorities abusive treatment 

of his children and him. ICD10:F43. Requires ongoing psychiatric help including 

weekly meetings with a community psychiatric nurse. He requires various medications 

as a result of these extreme externally applied stressors from the authorities. Mr Dobbie 

cannot even sleep at night at all, without medication (Quetiapinepine).  
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4. In addition to the anxiety and distress every day, the authorities have caused (mostly 

by acting as agents of Mrs Dobbie and Mr Redman; as well as in a desperate attempt to 

cover up their negligence) - monetary damage to the level of £1.6 million, by destroying 

Mr Dobbie’s business, stealing occupancy of his property, having his car destroyed by 

the police and loss of virtually all possessions. 
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5. The criminal justice system could resolve this dreadful situation today in a matter of a 

few hours. My daughter can verify the claims in the crimes that I have reported to the 

police. There are other witnesses and a host of hard evidence to support what I have 

reported. 

 

6. The police were negligent in 2006, 2010 and so many other times that they do not 

want their negligence and subsequent cover ups exposed (2010 is when Mrs Dobbie 

assaulted Orion and dad with the police arresting dad).  

 

7. The local authority originally reported of Mrs Dobbie’s violence and abuses to the 

children. After the police negligence in 2010, the local authority took a highly 

prejudiced stance of ‘ bad dad ‘ , ‘good mum ‘ and  ‘lying children ‘. They have gone to 

extensive lengths to hide Mrs Dobbie’s violent and abusive ways. They have covered up 

the children’s abuses to maintain their negligent position.  
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8. Mr Dobbie got 100% custody of the children in 2011. A CAFCASS report confirmed 

Mrs Dobbie’s and Mr Redman’s abusive and fearful treatment of the children.  

Aurora described how mum would hit her and Orion and shout abusively at them to the 

extent that Orion would wet himself frequently. 

CAFCASS requested that Mrs Dobbie have psychological assessments. These showed 

that she was a low empathy cold mother.  

 

9. The local authority were furious at being shown to be wrong, they set about an 

aggressive project to smear Mr Dobbie and cover up for Mrs Dobbie and Mr Redman. 

They covered up ongoing abuses of the children. They have spent (circa) £1 million to 

gag Aurora , Orion and me.  

 

10. The local authority repeatedly perjured the courts to cover up the abuses and to 

smear Mr Dobbie. There are many documented examples of this. 

 

10.1. One very nasty example of this was where the local authority reported to the 

courts that there had never been any sexualized evens involving Aurora. This is in 

writing ( I have copies of everything ) and was also testified under oath by Helen Jones 

(social worker ). This was in opposition to Aurora’s reporting, her friend’s reporting and 

North Wales Police reporting. Blatant perjury covering up child sexual abuses.  
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11. The justice system has been hijacked here in order to cover up sexual abuses of a 

child, physical abuses of children and emotional abuses of children and their father.  

 

 

12. It is my wish that the trial goes ahead immediately - in order to minimize further 

psychological damage to Orion, Aurora and me.  
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12.1. Also, what has happened is strongly suggestive that there are many such other 

cases in Cheshire alone. There are frequent reporting of such in the press, and M.P’s are 

lobbying to have all of this investigated.  

 

13. C.P.S. have been desperate to point out that the children were placed with their 

mother in 2013 with the full weight of the local authority.  

 

13.1. They avoid that Mr Dobbie had full custody in 2011.  

 

13.2. They avoid all the reports that the children strongly wanted to live with dad.  

 

13.3. They avoid that Prof. Billington tested the children as seeing their dad as the most 

important person in their lives (no competition). 

 

13.4. They avoid that Mrs Dobbie and the local authority did everything possible to stop 

the children’s abuses being investigated in a finding of facts.  

 

13.5. They avoid that social services repeatedly prevented the police from talking to the 

children. The police are extremely PALSY with the social workers (emails addressing 

each other like “ hi kev, ….”  
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14. I want this trial. 

 

14.1. I want it now. 

 

14.3. It needs to be fully public. It is in the public interest to see how easily the justice 

system has been hijacked and turned to nasty abuses of the victims.  

 

15. Regarding Bail. 

 

15.1. The original written terms were very badly defined, allowing extreme ease of 

action against the accused. 

 

15.2. As a mental health patient who has cathartic dialogue with friends on line, the use 

of bail to mentally isolate me and cause further anxiety and distress is rather a lot 

against my human rights - and outright torture in making me progressively worse. 

 

15.3. The first recall. I had invited my friends to attend the trial - in public.  

 

15.4. The second recall. Mrs Dobbie stalked me and hacked my Facebook account to 

look at a private conversation between me and one of the people I act as a counselor for.  

 

15.5. The third recall. I was collecting prescribed medication from my Dr’s of 20 yrs. 

The medication is for the distress and anxiety caused by the authorities (defined by a 

psychiatrist). 
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15.6. None of these interfered with the witnesses or the alleged crime.  

 

 

 

 

……………………………………………………………………….. 

End of Petition No 1.  

 

 

 

 

 

There is much more information and hard documentary, media and witnesses available 

as evidence available to support my case, if more is required. The judge, prosecution 

and jury should be made aware of the extensive pool of evidence beyond what has been 

submitted.  

 

I request that ALL of the computers, tablets, phones, disc drives that the police have 

removed from me and my friends in order to silence me, are present at the trial in 

working order. There is copious evidence of criminality by the local authority and 

family court on these devices. There is copious evidence on them showing that the 

police are criminally negligent in not investigating the evidence, but merely acted in a 

manner to pervert the course of justice.  

 

There are damaged computers amongst them. These were damaged by the people who I 

reported for theft, damages and an assortment of criminal child abuses.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tom Dobbie 

c/o 14 Old Hall Drive, 

Whitby, 

Ellesmere Port, 

Cheshire,CH65 9AX 

 

All of the above is true to the best of my knowledge and abilities. 

End Of Document.  

 

c (used for electronic document to jump back to contents page 1 ).  


